Manitoba Dealership Details Upcoming Events in the Winnipeg Area

Craig Dunn Motor City’s blog offers local event information for holiday celebrations

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, Manitoba (PRWEB) November 21, 2018 -- At Craig Dunn Motor City, they use their blog to provide lots of useful information for web users. Readers can find information about the vehicles they offer at the dealership, tips to better maintain their vehicles, and fun holiday and community events in the area.

Craig Dunn Motor City’s blog offers important information about events like Remembrance Day, Christmas events, and other holiday festivities to give readers a heads up about what is happening. These blog posts also have links for the websites and event pages for the events and locations where certain celebrations will be held. They also have map information as well to tell readers where to go and help them find where to park or take the best route for readers and their families.

There are a wide range of events that are covered by the Craig Dunn Motor City blog and are very easy to read and find information therein. Shoppers will be happy to know where to find upcoming information about such events in the future.

Along with these blog posts about local events, there are important links and resources that can be helpful for car shoppers. Drivers can learn more about the available Buick, Chevy and GMC models at Craig Dunn Motor City as well as other services and benefits that are offered at the dealership.

If car shoppers would like to learn more, they can access information on the latest holiday and community events by visiting the specific information page on the dealership’s website, www.cdmca.ca. Interested parties can also contact the dealership for more information by calling 800-473-6050 or by visiting the dealership at 2345 Sissions Drive, Portage La Prairie MB R1N 3P1 to inquire further.
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